Interactive Museum Media
in a Post-Pandemic World
SPRING, 2020

RLMG’s technology team and interactive designers are aware that there will be
significant repercussions for museums as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Among other outcomes, the visitor-experience landscape will change, perhaps
dramatically, and we are looking ahead so that we can help you continue to
engage your visitors in a post-pandemic world. To this end, we are finding it
useful to consider a new visitor use case - the reluctant toucher.
Our aim at the moment is to offer guidance as you explore no- or minimal-touch
solutions for tech-based interactives, now and in the future. This information
has been compiled by reviewing existing case studies considering the needs
of visitors, brainstorming future scenarios, and talking with our hardware and
developer partners. This report provides a number of interface options for you to
consider, falling into these categories:
• Working with existing touchscreens
• Bypassing touch input
• Retrofitting touchscreens
• Replacing touchscreens
Over the last decade, we have worked with the majority of these options in
museum environments, and we’re available to provide further technical details
and insights. Likely what will work for your museum will involve either one of,
or a combination of, the multiple solutions outlined below.
Note: We are continuing to work with our internal team and with external
partners to develop and study new solutions, and we plan to update this report
on an ongoing basis.

Continue to Use Existing Touchscreen Functionality
Standard touchscreens remain the most common and best understood input
for complex, on-screen interactions and are certainly still good options.
Safety mitigations we recommend include:
• Post a cleaning schedule and provide hand sanitizer near screens.
• Provide visitors with inexpensive capacitive-capable styluses to use instead
of fingers.
• Select edge-to-edge glass bezel models with under-glass sensing systems
(capacitive or rear optical) as they are easiest to clean and sanitize.
• Change hardware to capacitive and IR (break-beam) touchscreens as they
work with thin disposable gloves or any other touchscreen glove.
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Bypass Touch Input at Your Existing Touchscreens
The following are two clear options to bypass touch at formerly
touch-based screens.
INTERACTIVE CONTENT CONVERSION:
For some museums, RLMG is converting interactive content to a linear mode:
• Create a linear (animated or video) version of the content that can be set to
automatically loop on screen.
• Install a proximity sensor inside the existing casework so that the program
starts automatically when a visitor approaches the station.
• Set the linear mode as an attract loop preceding the touch-based interactive
mode, allowing visitors to “opt out” of touch if they want.

At the Edsel and Eleanor Ford House, a wall-mounted, relief model of the Ford family
home comes alive with projected video stories. RLMG initially designed the program so
that visitors could use a touchscreen in front of the wall to select the stories. We are now
working with the museum to reconfigure the program to loop the stories automatically
while synching captions on the touchscreen. Later this can change back to an
interactive mode.
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IN-MUSEUM APP:
Allow visitors to use their own device to explore content by providing a
phone-optimized web app accessed inside the gallery.
• RLMG can assist in converting your existing program for web use.
• Visitors download the app from a standard web page (easy for visitors to
find and load within the museum, but limited feature options) or an app
store (allows for more full featured interaction, but requires installation).
Considerations:
• Converting some existing media programs to an app may be seamless,
but others may require redesign and reprogramming.
• If the app is used only while in the museum, institutions may avoid the need
to relicense third party assets.
• Institutional infrastructure is needed to host the software and provide fast
network access to visitors.
• Institutions may need to provide mobile or tablet devices for some visitors
and school groups.
• Additional signage is likely needed to describe options.

Tools such as Unity are often used to create highly engaging, in-museum multi-touch
experiences. These tools can also work for other platforms including mobile devices.
The level of effort to adjust graphic and interactive design when moving to a new platform
varies significantly. Some exhibits, such as this digital pool interactive we created for
The Robins Nature Center, can be converted with minimal effort, although the new app
requires a high-end device. (Maymont Foundation, The Robins Nature Center)
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Retrofit Your Touchscreens with Alternative Interfaces
For programs that require nothing more than simple inputs such as pointing,
clicking, and dragging, we can retrofit touchscreens with alternative user interfaces
that require no touch. These types of systems have been tested in museum settings
for at least a decade and they are well understood:
• Reprogram “touch to activate” linear pieces for motion activation.
• Add kick buttons or floor buttons while leaving existing touchscreens in place.
(These systems often work on the same technical infrastructure as EZ-Access
Keypads or other accessibility hardware for the vision impaired.)
• Use RFID badges, bracelets, or cards worn on the body to activate stations
and provide multiple-choice input based on where the item is held.
• Update and app or install a background utility that replaces existing touch controls with finger-position or gesture tracking. Eg:
• Camera tracking (RealSense and Leap Motion)
• Sensing frames (PQ Labs touch frames)

Considerations:
• A lack of tactile feedback requires a learning curve for visitors.
• Parallax causes difficulties with multiple users and differences in height.
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Replace Your Touchscreens
There are many examples of interactive interfaces that don’t require touchscreens
at all:
GESTURE-BASED INTERACTIVES:
Body-tracking camera systems translate visitor position, movement, and gestures
into input and are an excellent way to make spaces or programs responsive to
visitors. For at least a decade, RLMG has created programs that track from among
the following types of input to control interactions:
• Visitor location.
• Gross body position or movement.
• Hand location or hand position (eg. pointing, thumbs up, closed fist, touching
fingers together).
• Face or head position.
• Eye movement.
• Simple expressions (eg. eyes open, smiling, mouth open, frowning).
Considerations:
• Gesture-based software is usually custom designed for a specific input from the
start of a project. In some cases, we may be able to modify existing touch-based
software to gesture control.

At the Human Body Explorer, visitors move their own bodies to choose and control 3D
models of four different body systems. (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
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MOBILE PHONES AS A CONTROL MECHANISM:
Instead of using a touchscreen or physical controls, a visitor uses their mobile device
to control an interaction. This system works in parallel to standard station controls
so visitors without a phone can also participate.
• Visitors initiate control by going to a web address or scanning a QR code.
• A custom interface appears on the visitor’s mobile device turning it into a
remote-control device; the visitor only has to touch their phone to control an
interaction in the museum or control an avatar.
Considerations:
• Some visitors would need to turn on the required features on their phones.
• Institutions need to provide some security to discourage users from accessing
the station remotely.
VOICE CONTROL:
Examples of voice recognition have been used in museum settings for two decades
with varied success:
• Visitors interact using only their voice.
• Interactives can be programmed to recognize commands or capture input
from visitors.
• Voice control can be combined with location sensing for enhanced accuracy.
Considerations:
• Systems that rely on simple commands, such a “next” and “select”,
are most reliable.
• Be cautious of cross-talk if applying at adjacent stations.
• Voice recognition is often difficult in museum settings because of ambient noise.
However, systems are improving with AI augmentation.

At the Voice Visualizer, visitors experiment with the building blocks of speech and language.
Visitors stand at a microphone positioned in front of a large projection and create a colorful,
kaleidoscopic vocal signature as they speak, shout, and sing. (Perot Museum of Nature
and Science)
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DO YOU HAVE PUSHBUTTONS?
Consider replacing your pushbutton-activated media with “no touch” buttons using
IR or proximity sensors – similar to those used to automatically fill water bottles.
These robust sensors are small, easy to install, and intuitive to use.
OTHER IDEAS TO CONSIDER:
These ideas have less real-world testing in a museum setting, but could provide
delightful interactions for visitors:
Smart Ring:
• Visitors wear this to control input: https://bit.ly/2RT7sPl
VR-gesture control input:
• While similar to gesture controls described above, these systems provide an
onscreen pointer and visual feedback to map relative hand motions to absolute
screen positions and specific actions like button clicks.
• These systems are becoming more familiar to younger visitors.
Visitor-location tracking:
• Track the positions of multiple visitors with a camera-based system.
• Start an interaction when a minimum number of people are detected.
• Use as a physical voting system in which visitors move to the side of the room
to register their vote.

Please let us know if you’ve found a creative way to provide user interaction without
requiring touch. We genuinely feel that we are all in this together. Our entire team at
RLMG is ready to explore these options with you.
Greg Sprick, Technology Director
RLMG
greg@rlmg.com
617-926-8300 x217
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